FROM the time that antigenic variation among strains of influenza virus of human origin was first established, two general features have stood out. The first is that distinct variants have presented themselves from one year to another; this has led to a thesis that there is a progressive variation of strains "in one direction" with older antigens falling out and being replaced by strains with completely new antigenic components. The second is that while differences among strains can be detected there are extensive cross-relationships indicating the importance of common antigenic composition.
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Studies in the Virus Laboratory at the University of Michigan have resulted in two new bodies of data which are of significance in understanding of the entire problem of strain variation and its relation to immunity and preventive vaccination. The reports have since been published.
In the one investigation (Jensen and Francis, 1953 ) the antigenic composition of influenza virus was measured by antibody absorption, employing inactivated virus attached to human erythrocytes in a stable preparation for absorption. It has provided a more comprehensive demonstration of strain differences and relationships. There have been clearly disclosed at least 18 measurable antigenic components in Type A strains and the procedure has permitted the simultaneous detection of variable quantities of different antigens in a strain so that a profile of a strain's constitution is provided. The wide sharing of components among strains indicates that no completely new antigens have formed in a given year nor do the components of strains from one year completely disappear in the next succeeding variants. Most strains possess a large number of antigenic components and the type of alteration observed appears--to represent a rearrangement with certain of them dominating the character of one strain, while others which are present to lesser degrees in some strains, may be dominant in others. It was demonstrated that all antibody against the entire range of demonstrated antigens could be removed by combination of 5-7 strains selected because of their antigenic make-up. The outlook for increasingly effective vaccination is brightened by the possibility of making such a combination for vaccine to cover the entire range.
The second investigation (Davenport et al., 1953) deals with the effects on the antibody content of the population which result from repeated exposure to antigenic variants of influenza viruses. It was studied by measuring, with many strains, the antibody content of lots of gamma globulin prepared in different years and the patterns of antibody found in sera collected in one year from various age groups.
In all samples of gamma globulin collected from 1943 through 1951, high levels of antibody were found with strains of Type A and Type B influenza viruses isolated prior to 1941. The highest levels were found in the more recent collections of gamma globulin. Antibodies to A-prime, and to B strains of 1945 and 1953, were present at low levels in gamma globulin collected prior to the isolation of these viruses. A moderate increase in antibody was observed in the gamma globulin of recent years. The pattern of distribution of antibody by age in serum pools, exhibited high levels in infancy and childhood with most A-prime strains, but after the age of 20, little or no antibody was detected. With Type A strains antibody was usually not observed until the 11th year of age. Thereafter, high levels were present until age 20, when the amount of antibody declines to a moderate and relatively constant level which persists throughout life. Antibody against swine influenza virus did not become detectable until the 29th year. The present data clearly demonstrate that in the early years of life the range of the antibody spectrum is narrow, and that it becomes progressively broader in later life.
A striking correlation was found between what is known of the periods of prevalence of certain strains of influenza viruses and the age of the people in whom strain-specific antibodies are currently found. The age at which antibody to a given strain begins to appear in the population and the number of years during which strain-specific antibody levels are high indicate the time of prevalence of strains of that general antigenic character and also mark major shifts in the dominant antigens of influenza viruses. The possibility that swine influenza virus was that of the 1918 human epidemic was originally suggested by Laidlaw and by Shope. The present data which point out the shift in age incidence of antibodies to that strain support their hypothesis. From these data the following immunologic thesis is formulated. The antibody which is acquired during the initial infections of childhood is of limited scope and reflects the dominant antigens of the prevailing strains. The immunity conferred by the initial experiences with influenza is also limited. Successive experiences later in life with viruses of related but differing antigenic make-up result in a composite of antibody which is oriented toward a larger number of the common antigens which comprise influenza virus. These experiences confer a broader immunity which limits infection with, and antibody response to, the more recently encountered strains. The antibody-forming mechanisms appear to be oriented by the initial infections of childhood so that exposures later in life to antigenically related strains result in a progressive reinforcement of the primary antibody. The highest cumulative antibody levels detectable in a particular age group tend, therefore, to reflect the dominant antigens of the virus responsible for the childhood infections of that group. Hence the pattern of antibody distribution determined currently in different age groups provides a serologic recapitulation of past infection with antigenic variants of influenza viruses.
Further studies of the antibody patterns of the human population with respect to variants of influenza virus may provide a clearer view of the time-honoured problem of influenza cycles and periodicity. If the suggestions observed in the present results are substantiated, the possibility exists that the times of major changes in antigenic structure can be charted or even anticipated. The mode of spread of influenza has recently been studied chiefly by the method of recovery of strains of virus from epidemics in different geographical areas followed by serological comparison of such viruses in the laboratory. In Europe, epidemics studied at the World Influenza Centre have sometimes shown serial spread from one country to another of the same virus strain. At other times, a particular virus strain appears to have laid dormant in one country and has only spread generally months after its original recovery from man.
An investigation was carried out at the Albany Laboratory of the New York State Department of Health last winter whereby the occurrences of influenza virus infection was detected by antibody changes in the population. Sera obtained originally for Wassermann tests were also tested against the soluble influenza A antigen in the complement-fixation test, and this was done on batches of specimens from five different areas in New York State. Although no general epidemic of influenza occurred in the State, the percentage of sera with positive fixation of complement altered during the winter in each area but at different times. Subclinical infection appeared largely responsible for these changes and it seemed likely that outbreaks of clinically detectable disease depended on the particular local conditions which may have favoured spread of infection. The importance of further study of the serological status of populations in interepidemic and pre-epidemic periods became evident during the investigation. [March 19, 1954] 
